Email Fraud. Targeted Email Attacks. Phishing.
These are becoming more common and sophisticated, leading to greater risks to your business. How can you help your employees know as
these emails hit their inbox? Phinpoint is the new revolutionary way to keep your organization safe from phishing and fraud attacks by
identifying, sorting, tagging and notifying employees to potential email threats in real-time.

This is Not a Test

Benefits of Real-time Intelligence

Like millions of other data-driven organizations - including financial
institutions, retailers, consumer service companies, healthcare
providers, government agencies, inrusance companies, and
educational institutions - your organization is subject to threats that
can impact IT infrastructure. This means you are subject to strict
compliance standards and have a responsibility to implement and
maintain a formal risk assessment process to identify and evaluate
risks.

Notifications As They Occur
Don’t rely on busy employees to identify threats, give them real-time
notifications in the email. Phinpoint will let users know if an email is
suspicious and give them the exact items to look for - right inside the
suspicious email.

Any number of the many IT security mandates (such as FDIC,
GLBA, HIPAA, HITECH, NCUA, OCC, and PCI DSS) require you to
conduct regular risk assessments in order to identify reasonably
foreseeable risks that, if left unchecked, could lead to service
interruption or unauthorized disclosure, misuse, alteration, or
destruction of confidential information.

Reinforce Security Awareness Training
Does your organization already have security awareness training?
Reinforce those good behaviors by helping employees spot email issues
that may be a malicious phishing attempt.
Suspicious Email Filtering
Phinpoint can be set to automatically send emails matched to certain
criteria to a quarantine inbox.
Save Time and Resources
Automate your phishing detection and reduce the time and resources that
your IT department needs to take remediating issues. Phinpoint can help
enlist everyone at your organization as an it security professional, giving
them tools to recognize threats as they happen.

How It Works
Before an email reaches your inbox, Phinpoint captures and analyzes the email against hundreds of different criteria. Once analyzed,
Phinpoint will categorize the email and act in 3 potential ways: forward the email unchanged directly to the original inbox, tag the email with
a message and send to the target inbox, or drop the email into a quarantine inbox for review by the organization’s IT or IT security
department.
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Practical, worry-free cybersecurity.
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